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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� A flow-through approach for multi-
plexed detection of nucleic acids in
plasma samples is demonstrated.

� Unlike conventional assays, the pro-
posed assay does not require tedious
extraction or sample pre-treatment
protocols.

� The assay yields colorimetric re-
sponses with good sensitivity and
selectivity.

� A generalized logic system is pro-
posed for profiling of nucleic acids.

� Assay possesses a great potential for
rapid and point of care (POC) disease
diagnosis in poor-resource settings.
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A flow-through colorimetric assay for detection of nucleic acids in plasma is reported. The proposed
assay features an array of four polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes impregnated with cationic
poly (3-alkoxy-4-methylthiophene) (PT) as an optical reporter. The sensing strategy is based on moni-
toring the changes in optical properties of PT, upon complexation with target nucleic acids in the
presence and in the absence of their corresponding complementary peptide nucleic acids (PNAs). As a
proof of concept, the proposed methodology is validated using two biomarkers; lung cancer associated
microRNA (mir21) and hepatitis B virus DNA (HBV-DNA). The flow-through colorimetric assay enabled
detection of mir21 and HBV-DNA in plasma without requiring tedious sample pre-treatment and clean
up protocols. Colorimetric responses for mir21 and HBV-DNA were obtained at nanomolar concentra-
tions over five orders of magnitudes (from 1 nM to 10 mM), with a limit of detection of ~0.6 nM and ~2 nM
in DI water and plasma, respectively. A logic gate system was developed to utilize the colorimetric assay
responses as inputs for discrimination of mir21 and HBV-DNA and subsequently to obtain a profile of
nucleic acids in samples that exceed respective clinical threshold limits, thereby enabling rapid and point
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of care (POC) disease diagnosis. Furthermore, the proposed methodology can be utilized for detection of
a large number of nucleic acids in plasma by extending the array of PT impregnated membranes
incorporated with their corresponding complementary PNAs.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nucleic acids have been realized as potential markers for diag-
nosis of metabolic (e.g., cancer) and infectious diseases (e.g.,
tuberculosis, hepatitis) [1e4]. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and
microarray are commonly adopted techniques for nucleic acid
assaying with good detection limits. These methodologies gener-
ally require instrumentation, trained personnel and are time-
consuming, which prohibits the large-scale adoption [5e7].
Microfluidics and chip-based devices have therefore been explored
in order to overcome these limitations; however, sophisticated
fabrication protocols and external instrumentationmay be required
[8,9]. On the contrary, paper-based assays are facile, cost-effective,
easy to use, enabling diagnosis in resource-limited settings
[10e12].

Effort has been devoted to develop paper-based assays for rapid
detection of nucleic acids [13,14]. However, clinical samples (e.g.,
plasma, serum, urine) are usually complex and contain trace
amounts of the target nucleic acids of interest, therefore requiring
tedious additional procedures such as isolation and sample pre-
treatment for minimizing interferences from sample matrices.
Most of the nucleic acids assays reported involve either extraction
or amplification protocols, for instance, using extraction kits for
isolation of nucleic acids prior to assaying [15,16]. In recent years,
extraction and amplification processes have been integrated with
paper-based assays [17e19]. These approaches involve longer assay
time, multiple processing steps (e.g., interference exclusion and
cleaning steps), and external functional units (e.g., heater and
pressure supply) inhibiting point of care (POC) applications
[8,20e22]. Since rapid and cost-effective assays are desirable, state-
of-the art extraction processes involving tedious protocols may not
be applicable for POC applications. Therefore, there is a need to
develop alternative sample fractioning units such as membrane
based filtering approaches. Herein, we report on a flow-through
colorimetric assay for facile and multiplexed detection of nucleic
acids in plasma samples, without requiring tedious extraction or
pre-treatment protocols.

Colorimetric assays have drawn attention due to their quick vi-
sual response without requiring sophisticated instrumentation
[23e28]. Various optical reporters such as gold nanoparticles,
magnetic nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, graphene oxide, and
conjugated polymers (CPs) have been explored for colorimetric
assaying [29]. Among these materials, CPs have been demonstrated
to be very sensitive for nucleic acid assaying, predominantly in so-
lution state, owing to their complexation capabilities with nucleic
acids [30e41]. However, solution based assays are not robust as
compared to paper-based assays due to the requirement of isolation
steps and handling, and often suffers from low selectivity [42].
Previously, we have demonstrated a paper-based microRNA assay
for naked-eye detection of lung cancer associated biomarker in
buffer solutions, utilizing cationic polythiophene (PT) impregnated
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes [43]. In the present
report, we propose a flow-through approach for detection of nucleic
acids in clinical samples in a multiplexed format. The proposed
device features an array of PT impregnated PVDF membranes along
with Fusion 5 filter papers and lamination sheets.
As a proof of concept, assay of two nucleic acid biomarkers, lung
cancer associated biomarkermicroRNA (mir21) [44,45] andhepatitis
B virus DNA (HBV-DNA) was performed. The sensing strategy, as
illustrated in Fig. 1a, is based on monitoring the changes in optical
properties of PT impregnated PVDF membrane, with and without
peptide nucleic acid (PNA, complementary to corresponding target
nucleic acid) upon complexation with target nucleic acid (mir21/
HBV-DNA). PT without PNA forms a duplex with nucleic acids (PT-
mir21 or/and PT-HBV-DNA) through electrostatic interactions be-
tween PT and nucleic acids, leading to a color change from orange to
purple and to a fluorescence quenching according to the concen-
tration of the nucleic acids. In contrary, PTwith complementary PNA
(PNA1, complementary for mir21 or PNA2, complementary for HBV-
DNA) forms a triplex (PT-PNA1-mir21 or PT-PNA2-HBV-DNA) upon
interaction with target nucleic acid, weakening electrostatic inter-
action betweenPTandmir21/HBV-DNA, and therefore does not yield
significant color and fluorescence changes. The orange color (PT-
PNA-mir21/HBV-DNA) and the significantly different purple color
(PT-mir21/HBV-DNA) indicates the presence or absence of mir21/
HBV-DNA in the sample, respectively, enabling colorimetric detec-
tion of nucleic acids. Experimental results illustrate a linear response
between 1 nM and 10 mM, with a colorimetric limit of detection of
~0.6 nM and ~2 nM in DI water and plasma, respectively. The influ-
ence of the temperature and storage conditions are subsequently
investigated for validation of the proposed nucleic acid assay for
POC/on site applications. A generalized logic gate system has been
developed for analysis of the colorimetric responses for rapid and
selective screening of nucleic acids in plasma samples. The proposed
methodology does not involve tedious extraction or sample pre-
treatment protocols enabling POC detection of nucleic acids. This
approach therefore enables POCmultiplexed nucleic acid assay with
high fidelity, which is of significant interest for progressive diag-
nostic and therapeutic applications [46e52].
2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials and chemicals

The centrifugal filters containing PVDF membranes with 0.1 mm
pore size were purchased from Merck Millipore. Fusion 5 filters
were obtained from Whatman. Human plasma was ordered from
GeneTex, Taiwan. Fusion 5 is a hydrophilic filter paper prepared
using a proprietary mix of glass fiber and polymer providing good
wicking surface area and an optimal wicking time [53,54]. All the
chemicals for PT synthesis were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
used without further purification. The following nucleic acid se-
quences (mir21 and HBV-DNA) and PNA sequences were purchased
from IDT (Singapore) and Panagene (Daejon, Korea), respectively.

mir21: 50-UAG CUU AUC AGA CUG AUG UUG A-30

HBV-DNA: 50- TAT ATG GAT GAT GTG GTA TT -30

PNA1: N-TCA ACA TCA GTC TGA TAA GCT A-C

PNA2: N-AAT ACC ACA TCA TCC ATA TA-C



Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of (a) sensing strategy of mir21 and HBV-DNA through the duplex and triplex formation with PT in the absence and in the presence of their com-
plementary PNAs and (b) flow-through device with four individually addressable PVDF membranes.
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2.2. Synthesis, device fabrication and analysis

The synthesis and characterization of water-soluble cationic PT
via oxidative polymerization have been described in detail in our
previous report [55]. In brief, 200 mL of 1 mMPT was centrifuged
with PVDF membranes in centrifugal tubes at 8000 rpm for 3min.
In order to obtain a homogenous coating of PTon PVDFmembranes,
the abovementioned step was repeated seven times, followed by
washing with DI water under the same centrifugation conditions.
Upon drying, the PT impregnated PVDFmembranes were peeled off
from the centrifugation tube for device fabrication upon ascer-
taining the homogeneity of PT on PVDF membranes via fluores-
cence spectroscopy and field emission scanning electronic
microscopy (FESEM, Fig. S1). As shown in Fig.1b, the device consists
of an array of four PT impregnated PVDFmembranes, three of them
attached with Fusion 5 filter papers, stacked between two trans-
parent lamination sheets. Fusion 5 filter paper acts as both a sample
pad and as a membrane to filter macromolecules [53]. The trans-
parent lamination sheets were used to encase the Fusion 5 and
PVDF membrane as well as for handling the sensor. Double-sided
adhesive tapes are utilized to secure the membranes to the lami-
nated sheets.

PT impregnated PVDF membranes, numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 as
shown in Fig. 2a, are utilized as reference (membrane 1), for
monitoring duplex response (membrane 2), for mir21 (membrane
3) and HBV-DNA (membrane 4) assaying, respectively. Membranes
3 and 4were incubatedwith 25 mMcomplementary PNA (PNA1 and
PNA2 for mir21 and HBV-DNA, respectively) for 45min. For the
assay, ~15 mL of samples spiked with varying concentrations of
mir21/HBV-DNA was added on top of the Fusion 5 membrane.
Herein, plasma was used as the clinical matrix with known
concentrations of mir21/HBV-DNA. Plasma spiked with mir21/
HBV-DNA concentrations [0 nM (control), 1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM,
1 mM and 10 mM] were diluted 10 fold in DI water before the assay
and was added to flow-through devices in the ambient conditions.
The sample passively flows through the Fusion 5 membrane, which
filters out macromolecules from the sample, allowing nucleic acids
to reach the PT impregnated PVDF membrane. In order to observe
the color changes of the PT impregnated PVDF membranes
(membranes 2, 3 and 4, with respect to reference membrane 1) the
flow-through devicewas placed under a portable UV lamp (UVL-28,
365 nm, 8W) in a dark room. Digital images were then recorded
with amobile phone camera (Samsung S7), perpendicularly located
over the device at a fixed distance. Subsequently, the captured
digital images were imported to a computer in jpeg format for
analysis using the ImageJ software. 75� 75 pixels of each PT
impregnated PVDF membranes (average of three locations at the
centroids of the images, as shown in Fig. S2) were utilized to
generate RGB values [56]. The fluorescence intensities were
measured with Avantes spectrofluorometer and the emission
spectra were recorded using the spectroscopy software provided
(AvaSoft 8.0).

3. Results and discussion

The proposed flow-through colorimetric assaywas carried out by
observing changes in optical properties of PT impregnated PVDF
membranes, upon complexation with the target nucleic acid in the
presence/absence of complementary PNA sequence. Initially, all four
PVDF membranes are orange in color, which is the inherent color of
the PT. PT also remains orange upon exposure to PNA as neutral PNA
(both PNA1 and PNA2) does not interact with positively charged PT



Fig. 2. Digital images of flow-through devices showing (a) colorimetric response of PT impregnated PVDF membranes (view from bottom) numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 employed as
reference (membrane 1), for monitoring duplex response (membrane 2), for mir21 (membrane 3) and HBV-DNA (membrane 4) assaying, respectively. (b) Colorimetric responses of
PT impregnated PVDF membranes upon introducing (i) only mir21, (ii) only HBV-DNA and (iii) a mixture of mir21 and HBV-DNA.
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[38].1 mMof PTand25 mMof PNA (PNA1/PNA2)were experimentally
found to be the optimum concentrations for assaying nanomolar
(nM) concentrations of nucleic acids. As observed from Fig. 2b (i),
with the addition of 1 mM mir21 to the flow through device (1 mM
mir21 added tomembranes 2, 3 and4), a color change fromorange to
purple was observed for membranes 2 (PT) and membrane 4 (PT-
PNA2, non-complementary to mir21). The color changes could be
attributed to the formation of ‘PT-mir21’ duplex due to the electro-
static interactions between the positively charged PT and the nega-
tively charged mir21. The random coiled morphology of the PT
changes to a planar p-stacking morphology, leading to a substantial
quenching of the fluorescence signal and color transition from or-
ange to purple [56]. On the contrary, no significant color change
(similar to the reference, membrane 1) was observed for the mem-
brane 3 (PT-PNA1, complementary to mir21) due to the formation of
a ‘PT-PNA1-mir21’ triplex structures. PT retains its random coiled
morphology, owing to the hybridization between mir21 and PNA1,
thereby retaining the fluorescence signal upon PT-PNA1-mir21
triplex formation. Similarly, with the addition of 1 mM HBV-DNA
(Fig. 2b(ii)) to membranes 2, 3 and 4, purple color representing the
duplex formation was observed on membranes 2 and 3, whereas,
orange color representing the triplex formation was observed on
membrane 4 (PT-PNA2-HBV-DNA). Subsequently, responses were
evaluated for simultaneous detection both the markers using a
mixture ofmir21 (1 mM)andHBV-DNA (1 mM)added tomembrane2,
3 and4. Adark purple colorwas observedonmembrane2, indicating
significant duplex formation, as both mir21 and HBV-DNA sequence
interactswith PT. In contrast, membrane 3 displays a reddish-orange
color due to the formation of both duplex (PT-HBV-DNA) and triplex
(PT-PNA1-mir21) morphologies. In a similar way, membrane 4
shows a reddish-orange color. Thus, the difference in colorimetric
response between membrane 2 and membrane 3 (or, membrane 4)
further ascertains that an array of PTmembranes could be utilized to
estimate the presence of different nucleic acids in sample matrices.
Detailed RGB analysis was then carried out utilizing digital images
(Fig. 2b) for quantification of the nucleic acids.
Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b illustrate the color-coded digital array for
mir21 assay in DI water and plasma, respectively, spiked with
mir21 concentrations varying from 10 mM to 1 nM (from left to
right). In both cases, for PT without PNA, mir21 concentration
dependant color changes are obtained, indicating a direct correla-
tion between extent of PT planarization with concentration of
mir21 (duplex formation). On the contrary, for assay in DI and
plasma, PNA1 immobilized PT membranes reveal no significant
changes in color upon mir21 addition indicating efficient PNA1-
mir21 hybridization that weakens PT-mir21 electrostatic in-
teractions, at all mir21 test concentrations. However, the color of PT
appeared as reddish-orange for sample without mir21, instead of
orange (as observed for assay in DI), which could be attributed to
the interactions of PT with the plasma components.

The normalized fluorescence spectra of PT incorporated PVDF
membranes with the addition of various concentrations of mir21 in
DI water and plasma are shown in Fig. 3c and d, respectively. Upon
excitation at 420 nm, emission bands centred at 568 nm and 578 nm
are observed for PT in DI and plasma, respectively. The intensity of
PT-mir21 gradually decreases with increasing concentration of
mir21, indicating significant quenching due to the duplex formation.
The normalized fluorescence spectra of PT-PNA1 membranes
exposed to different concentrations ofmir21 appear almost identical
to each other due to the efficient hybridization between mir21 and
PNA1 resulting in a triplex formation (therefore only the 1 mMmir21
spectrum that corresponds to the concentration used for illustration
of assay in Fig. 2b (i) is shown here). Fig. 3d reveals concentration
dependent mir21 quenching in plasma, which concurs with the
response in DIwater. Delta-E ðDEÞ values, ametric (ranging from0 to
100: DE >2 is regarded as the threshold value for visual differentia-
tion of colors) for perception of color differences were then calcu-
lated from RGB values (shown in Fig. S3) based on the International
Commission of Illumination (CIE) 1976 algorithm [57]. Significant
differences in DE values between the duplex (ranging between ~49
and ~7, for the entire test concentration range) and the triplex
(rangingbetween~10 and~5) are evident.DE analysis ascertains that



Fig. 3. Color-coded digital array of PT impregnated PVDF membranes (with/without PNA1) for various mir21 concentrations (10 mM to 1 nM) in (a) DI water, (b) plasma, and (c), (d)
their corresponding fluorescence spectra, respectively. (e) DE values of duplex and triplex formation in both DI and plasma ðn ¼ 3Þ. (f) Semi-logarithmic plot of the mir21 con-
centration versus DE in both DI and plasma ðn ¼ 3Þ. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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the color difference between duplex (PT-mir21) and triplex (PT-
PNA1-mir21) is distinguishable and that the proposed assay could be
utilized for the detection of mir21 in plasma over a wide dynamic
range (1 nMe10 mM) as shown in Fig. 3e. The correlation between
the DE values and mir21 concentrations was evaluated and repre-
sented in a semi-logarithmic scale, as shown in Fig. 3f. The data
points in Fig. 3f is the average of DE values from three individual
experiments. The calibration curves are linear over 5 orders of
magnitude in both DI ðY ¼ 7:60 log10 xþ 88:24;R2 ¼ 0:99; n ¼ 3Þ
and plasma ðY ¼ 6:44 log10 xþ 63:35;R2 ¼ 0:94; n ¼ 3Þ and limits
of detection (LODs) in DI water and plasma are ~ 0.6 nM and ~2 nM,
respectively (for a signal that is 3 times larger than the background
noise), with an assay time of ~45min. The error bars indicate thatDE
variations were less than 5% for n ¼ 3.

Similarly, colorimetric responses for HBV-DNA between 10 mM
and 1 nM concentration ranges spiked in both DI water and plasma
are illustrated in Fig. 4 (a, b). The fluorescence spectra, Fig. 4c and d,
shows similar quenching behaviour as compared to that of mir21.
Further confirmation of detection is evident from the DE values
(Fig. 4e), which displays considerable difference betweenduplex and
triplex formation. LODs of ~0.6 nM and ~2 nM are
achieved with calibration curves in DI water
ðY ¼ 7:48 log10 xþ 86:53;R2 ¼ 0:99; n ¼ 3Þ and plasma ðY ¼
5:16 log10 xþ 51:64;R2 ¼ 0:95; n ¼ 3Þ, respectively (Fig. 4f), again
with an assay time of ~45min. In both cases, the trend of the HBV-
DNA detection remains similar to that of mir21, which indicates
that the proposed assay can be applied for the detection of any
nucleic acid sequence in plasma. It should be noted that the color
alteration was not easily perceptible for lower concentrations in
plasma thus the exploration of DE values is recommended. In this
work, 10 fold diluted plasma is used for evaluation of colorimetric
responses of nucleic acids. Preliminary results on colorimetric re-
sponses for mir21 assay (concentrations down to 100 nM) in undi-
luted plasma samples are shown in Fig. S4. However, further



Fig. 4. Color-coded digital array of PT impregnated PVDF membranes (with/without PNA2) for various HBV-DNA concentrations (10 mM to 1 nM) in (a) DI water, (b) plasma, and (c),
(d) their corresponding fluorescence spectra, respectably. (e) DE values of duplex and triplex formation in both DI and plasma ðn ¼ 3Þ. (f) Semi-logarithmic plot of the HBV-DNA
concentration versus DE in both DI and plasma ðn ¼ 3Þ. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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optimization in flow-through device architecture and PT deposition
protocols would enable assaying low concentration of nucleic acids
in undiluted plasma samples. LODs were also calculated from the
fluorescence responses for both biomarkers to equal ~0.5 nM and
~1 nM in DI water and plasma, respectively (shown in Fig. S5).
3.1. Stability of the flow-through device

The influence of temperature and storage time on the stability of
the flow-through device was then evaluated. The device was stored
up to one month at varying temperatures (�20 �C, 4 �C, 10 �C, RT,
and 30 �C). As PT is photosensitive, devices were stored in dark to
prevent PT degradation (reduction in fluorescence intensity).
Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b represent the color-coded digital array and the
RGB responses of the devices that are freshly prepared and stored
for one month at different temperatures, respectively. The color-
coded images illustrate that the devices stored at 10 �C and RT are
most stable among the different temperature ranges tested, as no
significant color differences of PT membranes are observed as
shown in Fig. 5a. RGB analysis yields the smallest difference of
~0.09 in G=B ratio (G=B ratio is calculated for evaluating the
colorimetric responses as significant variations in green and blue
intensities were observed compared to red intensities) for the de-
vices that stored at room temperature. The devices stored at other
temperatures show substantially higher difference in G/B ratio.
Color-coded digital array (Fig. 5c) shows that mir21 assay could be
carried out with devices that are stored at different temperatures
even after one month. However, for the temperature ranges tested,
mir21 assay responses (RGB values, Fig. 5d) of the device stored at
RT for onemonth shows theminimal deviation of ~0.05 in G=B ratio
from the responses obtained using freshly prepared devices, indi-
cating that devices should be stored preferably at RT. Temperatures



Fig. 5. (a) The colorimetric responses of freshly prepared and membranes stored for one month at varying temperatures (�20 �C, 4 �C, 10 �C, RT, 30 �C) and corresponding (b) RGB
analysis ðn ¼ 2Þ. (c) The colorimetric responses of 1 mMmir21 detectionwith freshly prepared and membranes stored for one month at varying temperatures and corresponding (d)
RGB analysis (without PNA1, n ¼ 2Þ, (New-Freshly Prepared, Old-After 1 month).
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over 30 �C (even for freshly prepared samples) are not suitable for
storage of the devices due to degradation in the color and fluo-
rescence intensity of PT.

3.2. Logic gate based nucleic acid computing

A generalized logic gate computing system for obtaining a
profile of nucleic acids in sample is proposed. The colorimetric
responses are utilized as inputs for the proposed logic gate system.
As described in Fig. 2a, membranes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are utilized as
references, for monitoring duplex responses, for mir21 assaying
and for HBV-DNA assaying, respectively. For generalization,
extending the PT array yield membranes numbered 5, 6…n, which
could be utilized for assaying other nucleic acid sequences of in-
terest, upon incorporating the corresponding PNA sequences.
Therefore, colorimetric response of the membranes 2, 3, 4 …n,
upon addition of sample (except membrane 1), yield DE values as D
EDuplex; DETriplex�mir21; DETriplex�HBV�DNA…ETriplex�n, respectively,
with membrane 1 as reference. The DE values are subsequently
applied to the logic system for obtaining a profile of nucleic acids in
the sample. The logic gate system consists of operational amplifiers
(OA) and AND gates. The OA is employed as comparator with a non-
inverting ðEðþÞÞ and an inverting inputs ðEð�ÞÞ and one output. OA
generates an output based on the difference between the two input
voltages. The OA yields a logic ‘1’ when the input voltage EðþÞ is
greater than the reference voltage Eð� Þ, and logic ‘0’ when the
EðþÞ is less then Eð� Þ. The AND logic gate implements the logical
conjunction of two inputs. AND gate yields logic ‘1’ as output if and
only if both the inputs are logic ‘1’.

Here, OAs are used to indicate the presence or absence of any
specific nucleic acids at concentrations above the respective nucleic
acid's clinical threshold limits. In order to realize this decision, the
degree of the duplex/triplex formation as indicated by the DE
values are compared with pre-set threshold values DETH�Duplex and
DETH�Triplex, respectively. DETH�Duplex is the DE value obtained
experimentally by adding the minimum concentration of a nucleic
acid, among the n nucleic acids tested, that indicates a diseased
state. DETH�Triplex is evaluated from the response of a sample con-
taining a mixture of minimum concentration of target nucleic acid
at a diseased condition and a maximum possible concentration of
total nucleic acid biomarker in samples (assuming 1 mM). For OA1, if
DEDuplex is greater than or equal to DETH�Duplex, then duplex
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formation is ascertained. For the subsequent OAs, if DETH�Triplex; is
greater or equal to the DETriplex, then the presence of specific nucleic
acids sequences is ascertained. The outputs of all these OAs sub-
sequently serve as inputs for AND logic gates in order to execute
logical conjunctionwith the output fromOA1. The output of an AND
gate is true only when both the duplex and triplex formations are
true.

For an illustration of the operation of the proposed logic gate
system, OA2 and OA3 are assigned for assaying mir21 and HBV-DNA
sequences, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 6a, for samples con-
taining only mir21, both OA1 and OA2 yield logic ‘1’, when DEDuplex
is greater than DETH�Duplex and DETH�Triplex is greater than
DETriplex�mir21, respectively. If both inputs are true, AND1 yields a
final output as logic ‘1’ (D1 ¼ 1Þ indicating the presence of mir21.
On the other hand, due to the absence of HBV-DNA in the sample,
OA3 would yield a logic ‘0’, as DETH�Triplex <DETriplex�HBV�DNA. In this
case, one of the inputs of the AND2 is false, yielding a final output as
logic ‘0’ (D2 ¼ 0; confirming the absence of HBV-DNA). Fig. 6b
represents the truth table for dual biomarkers detection ðn ¼ 2) as
illustrated in Fig. 2a. In order to confirm the reliability of the pro-
posed logic gate computing system, several testing combinations
were experimentally evaluated as shown in Fig. S6. The proposed
logic gate system outputs a reliable decision for obtaining a profile
of nucleic acids in samples that are over their respective clinical
threshold values, thereby enabling rapid POC diagnostics.
Fig. 6. (a) A generalized nucleic acid biomarkers logic gate based system for specific detecti
ðn ¼ 2Þ detection.
3.3. Comparison with other sensing strategies

Biological fluids typically contain trace amounts of nucleic acid
biomarkers, and for instance, healthy human plasma contains nM
level of specific sequences of microRNAs and up to few mM of
microRNA in total [58,59]. Efforts have been devoted to detect these
nucleic acid biomarkers in biological fluids such as blood [60],
serum [61], plasma [33,62] and cells [63]. PCR is the most estab-
lished method of microRNAs detection; for instance, quantitative
real-time PCR microRNA profiling in plasma samples is reported
[64]. However, PCR assay holds a number of time-consuming steps
including RNA isolation, pre-amplification, and dilution, and thus
requires trained personnel for interpretation of assay response.
Therefore this methodologymay not be applicable for POC assaying
[65]. On the other hand, electrochemical, optical, capillary-
electrophoresis and nanostructured materials-based methodolo-
gies have been reported for nucleic acid biomarker detection with
good sensitivity. However, most of them require resources such as
labelled probes, specialized fabrication protocols and sophisticated
instrumentation for assaying [6]. These methods also require
tedious sample pre-treatment. For example, an electrochemical
sensor is reported for mir21 detection in human cells with a LOD of
0.4 pM requires dual labelling, a lab-based electrochemical work-
station as well as RNA extraction [66]. Other reports such as a
visible and label-free colorimetric sensor based on graphene/gold
on of biomarkers from a mixture, illustrated using a truth table (b) for dual biomarkers
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nanoparticles hybrids detect mir21 in human serum with a LOD of
~3.2 nM [61] requires an additional approach such as protein/
enzyme removal from serum through calefaction. Another colori-
metric sensor reported for mir21 detection in plasma with cationic
PT immobilized quartz resonator utilizes an extraction kit for
isolation of mir21 [33]. In abovementioned cases, isolation of
nucleic acids is required, which limits the POC applications. In this
regard, the proposed flow-through assay eliminates tedious sample
pre-treatment protocols, while offering detection of nucleic acids
from plasma sample, upon dilution, with good sensitivity and
specificity. The comparison of various colorimetric sensors for
nucleic acids detection in clinical samples with the proposed
approach is shown in Table S1. Furthermore, the fabrication of the
flow-through device is facile, cost-effective, and highly reproduc-
ible, and it possesses a potential for multiplexed detection of
nucleic acids upon extending the PT array and incorporating PNA
that are complementary to the target nucleic acids. The assay shows
good stability with time and temperature. Additionally, the logic
gate system offers a reliable prediction of the disease for the
samples containing target nucleic acids in clinically relevant con-
centrations, and therefore, has a great potential to facilitate rapid
POC diagnostics in resource-limited settings.

4. Conclusion

A flow-through colorimetric assay is demonstrated for the
detection of nucleic acids in plasma sample at concentrations over
five orders of magnitudes. The integration of filter papers with the
optical reporter (PT) incorporated PVDF membranes enable sample
pre-treatment and detection in the same platform, thus improving
the device robustness and functionality. The assay yields rapid
detection of nucleic acids with good sensitivity and specificity,
which can be employed for the early diagnosis of nucleic acid
biomarkers related diseases. Colorimetric responses evaluated with
RGB/DE analysis provide LOD in the low nM regime for both the
mir21 and HBV-DNA in ~45min. The generalized logic system of-
fers a promising approach for profiling of colorimetric responses of
nucleic acids. Therefore, the proposed methodology possesses a
great potential for POC diagnostics.
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